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This course reveals the tools and knowledge you need to have a fulfilling birth, with little to no pain.

All of this you can do in the comfort of your own home and at your own pace. The Hypnobirthing

Home Study Course is a complete birth education course. You can be fully prepared for your best

possible birth experience. There is no need to attend any other hypnobirthing or birth preparation

class, as this is a course that covers natural birthing, alternative options, and the best interventions.

So no matter what path your birth ends up taking, you will be fully prepared, confident, calm, and in

control. Over a period of six years, we have collected statistics on birthing outcomes. Over 85

percent of Hypnobirthing Home Study Course mothers birthed naturally and easily, with most saying

they were entirely comfortable throughout the birth and didn't even think of asking for pain

medication. This hypnobirthing course will help you prepare positively for your amazing birth. It will

help you embrace and understand the impact that your thoughts and fears can have on your

experiences, specifically with your birth experience. This course will help you learn how to clear the

path of obstacles and hurdles, and you will free yourself (predominantly your thoughts). Yes, you will

achieve such freedom that when the time comes, your mind will no longer interfere with the already

setup bodily functions of giving birth.
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I really wanted to like this book. As someone who is committed to natural birth, I was really hoping

this would be helpful in preparing me for it. I realize I'm being picky here, but there are so many

grammatical errors in this book, it was really hard for me to get past them. I had trouble appreciating



the content because of the glaring grammar mistakes on every page!

I cannot recommend this course enough! I just had a completely natural, unmedicated birth with the

help of this course. I bought the audio version as well and listened to this while on the go. Clark

teaches you how to calmly breath your baby into this world and how to deal with a change in plans

when it happens. Wouldn't want to have a natural birth without reading through this course first.

Don't buy the book. Purchase the online audio book instead. The audio book is easier to get

through & I used the meditation ques at the end during my labor & delivery!

I love the audio tracks that go along with this book, but the book itself is riddled with typos and looks

unprofessional. (I am referring to the digital version for Kindle.) My recommendation: stick to the

MP3s available in the digital music store and skip the book.

This worked great for my wife with our second child. The book teaches good core meditation

techniques, as well as giving some "inside" information of the birthing process for first-timers.

Pros: This course really helps you understand the reasons why western women are so afraid of birth

and helps you reverse that mindset and feel more empowered and in control. The narrator has a

very calming and positive voice/approach.Cons: It's a huge course, with some tracks being as long

as an hour +. Sure, you get your money's worth, but I felt like it was longer than it needed to be and

I lost interest in listening to, what felt like, overly verbose descriptions or reassurances. My biggest

complaint is that the chapters weren't named with the subject--they are just listed as "chapter 1, 2,

etc." rather than "Stage 1 Labor" or something. I've since learned that chapter 25 is where the actual

labor tracks begin. I plan to use this when I go into labor...but have nothing to report in terms of

effectiveness...we'll see!

It has some helpful exercises and breathing techniques but it's otherwise a load of crap that does

not even remotely prepare you for natural childbirth.
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